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ABSTRACT

Aim: To explore a successful, much simpler, less cumbersome, and time-consuming technique for mini-implant placement.

Materials and methods: Crimplable hook, intraoral periapical radiograph, 15 number surgical blade.

Results: Very simple and efficient technique for mini-implant placement.

Conclusion: The proximity of roots in mandibular arch is major risk factor for placements of mini-implants. With the help of this technique, the proper direction and orientation of the mini-implant to be placed can be evaluated.

Clinical significance: There is no additional armamentarium required for this technique with the least clinical time for the operator providing a very efficient way for mini-implant placement.
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INTRODUCTION

The growing demand for minimum compliance and maximum curative has made the temporary anchorage device (TAD) more promising as an excellent alternative to traditional orthodontic anchorage.1-5 Endosseous dental implants have served successfully as anchorage structures for orthodontic appliances, especially in patients whose dental elements lack quantity or quality. Traditional dental implants, such as the Branemark system, have many limitations that preclude common use as orthodontic anchorage. Implant size restricts the locations in which they can be placed. This limitation has evoked many implant designs and sizes.3,6-11

When using skeletal anchorage, such as osseous dental implants, miniplates,7 miniscrews,8,9 or microscrews,10-16 clinicians can expect reliable anchorage without patient compliance. One variety of TAD is substantially smaller than customary dental implants. These have been called mini-implants or microimplants. Orthodontists have been intrigued by the possibility of skeletal anchorage since the 1940s. In 1997, Kanomi9 first mentioned a temporarily placed miniscrew for orthodontic anchorage. Miniscrews have now become established orthodontic anchorage aids, with diameters of 1 to 2.3 mm and lengths of 4 to 21 mm.

In recent years, microimplants have gained popularity in orthodontics. Microimplants are primarily placed in complex sites where critical anatomic structures, such as roots of teeth, may be damaged, so precise surgical planning is required prior to placement. Among all available anchorage devices, microscrew implants have increasingly been used for orthodontic anchorage because of their absolute anchorage, easy placement and removal, and low cost. The small size of microscrew implants allows them to be placed into bone between the teeth, thus expanding their clinical applications. With more patients treated with screw implants as anchorage, their stability is gathering attention. Hyo-Sang Park showed that the overall success rate of TAD was 91.6%, on examining the clinical variables of screw-implant factors (type, diameter, and length), local host factors (occlusogingival positioning), and management factors (angle of placement, onset and method of force application) and concludes that to minimize the failure of screw implants, inflammation around the implant must be controlled.17

The ability to obtain absolute anchorage through bone-anchored devices has enabled orthodontists to eliminate the unwanted side effects associated with conventional approaches and to correct malocclusions that previously required complicated biomechanics or orthognathic surgery. The goal of this report was to introduce a newly developed and cost-effective technique for the placement of microimplants in interradicular areas and evaluate its accuracy.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

In the present innovative technique, devices used for precise placement of microimplant consist of simple and readily available armamentarium, such as adjustable crimplable hooks (long length), stainless steel millimeter ruler with indentations, mosquito forceps, bard parker handle with blade no. 15, periosteal elevator, microimplant.

Ideally, the procedure for microimplant placement starts when patient is on rigid wire like 0.019 × 0.025” stainless
steel in 0.022” slot or 0.017 × 0.025” stainless steel in 0.018” slot. The area of interest for microimplant placement is decided according to needs, like retraction, intrusion, etc.

The most common areas are: (1) Retromolar area, distobuccal to the lower second molar (LR and LD7), (2) buccal alveolar bone between the lower first and second molars (L67), (3) upper and lower anterior area (A), (4) buccal alveolar bone between the upper second premolar and the first molar, and between the upper first and second molars (U56 and U67), and (5) upper palatal alveolar bone between the first and second molars (UP).17

Length of adjustable crimpable hook (Fig. 1) was measured with the help of millimeter ruler and divider, which was 19 mm (Figs 2 and 3). Later, a long crimpable hooks was attached to 0.019 × 0.025” stainless steel arch wire.

The area for microimplant placement is determined, and base with open facing of crimpable hook is attached to the main arch wire with mosquito forceps (Fig. 4).

If needed root divergence is created before placing an implant to increase the interradicular distance. Because, when diameter of microimplant and the minimum clearance of alveolar bone are considered, interradicular space larger than 3 mm is needed for safe microimplant placement.

A periapical radiograph (paralleling cone technique) was taken to assess the location and level for implant placement. If necessary adjustment were made into the hook to ensure root contact (Fig. 5). Periapical radiograph was obtained and length of crimpable hook was measured from it. Magnification of radiograph was verified based on formula to get (exact level of implant clinically) clinical judgment of level of implant placement as follows:

\[
A/B \times 100 = \%.
\]

where A is the length of crimpable hook on intraoral radiograph; B is the original length of crimpable hook.

After determining the level, an incision is made with 15 number surgical blade and implant placement area is exposed (Fig. 6).
RESULTS

The position for the placement and orientation of the mini-implant in the patient was successful. The mini-implant was later efficiently loaded on the same appointment as the placement and the needed orthodontic tooth movement was carried out effectively without any hindrance during the course of the orthodontic treatment.

DISCUSSION

The overall success rate was 91.6%. The clinical variables of screw-implant factors (type, diameter, and length), local host factors (occlusogingival positioning), and management factors (angle of placement, onset and method of force application, ligature wire extension, exposure of screw head, and oral hygiene) did not show any statistical differences in success rates. General host factors (age, sex) had no statistical significance. Mobility, jaw (maxilla or mandible), and side of placement (right or left), and inflammation showed significant differences in success rates. Mobility, the right side of the jaw, and the mandible were the relative risk factors in the logistic regression analysis when excluding mobility; inflammation around the screw implants was added to the risk factors, affecting the clinical success of screw implants used as orthodontic anchorage.

For a clinical evaluation of the data, it is important to combine the interradicular space measurements with the miniscrews’ diameters and the bone clearance needed for both periodontal health and miniscrew stability. No data are available on how much bone is necessary between the miniscrews and the dental roots for both periodontal health and miniscrew stability. Considering that the width of periodontal ligament is approximately 0.25 mm, we assume that a minimum clearance of 1 mm of alveolar bone around the screw could be sufficient for periodontal health.

Root contact with a microimplant might increase the risk of failure. According to Kuroda et al, root proximity is a risk factor in microimplant failure. Therefore, it is necessary to prevent root contact when placing micro-implants into alveolar bone. To minimize root contact, there are many approaches. Prealignment of teeth to create space and use of a brass wire guide and specially designed surgical guides were suggested.

Microimplants placed close to the roots, as seen in radiographs, had a higher failure rate. Therefore, it is important to understand the shape and curvature of the roots. Surgical guides can be used to minimize root contacts. However, a contact point on a crown is usually used as the reference point to indicate the midpoint of the roots. Understanding the point of placement anteroposteriorly relative to the contact point and the angulation is important when placing microimplants. Because the interradicular space between the second premolars and first molars was widest in the maxilla, and the space between the first and second molars was widest in the mandible, these sites are the first choice for microimplant placement on the buccal side.

Placement protocol strongly affected the stability of the implants. The screw implants were placed at 30 to 40° angles to the long axes of the teeth in the maxillary arch and at 10 to 20° angles in the mandibular posterior area. The screw implants in the retromolar area and the distobuccal bone to the mandibular second molars were placed at 90° to the bone surface. The reason for placing the screw implants at those angulations was to reduce root contact by the screw implants without reducing the length of the screw. A long screw might have increased stability, and an angled screw provides more bone contact than a screw placed perpendicular to the bone.

Microimplants placed in movable oral mucosa were more prone to inflammation than those in attached
gingiva, and it was also a risk factor for failure. However, to place a microimplant in attached gingiva, it needs to be near the cervical area where there is less space between roots. By inclining the microimplant in an apical direction, its apex can be brought to the apical portion of roots where there is more space. As discussed previously, root contact can cause failure of microimplants. It seems safer to place microimplants not in attached gingival but in oral mucosa to minimize root contact. To reduce chances of root contact, it is better to place microimplants in the apical area and incline them apically.\(^{17,21,22}\)

However, even with all these methods, a thorough understanding of the anatomic relationships between roots and surrounding structures is essential. Clinicians normally take periapical or panoramic radiographs to check the roots. With two-dimensional (2D) images, accurate information cannot be obtained because of magnification and distortion, especially with overlapped images.

Dental cone beam computed tomography (CT) has low radiation exposure compared with conventional medical CT and might be a useful tool for assessing root contact. Three-dimensional (3D) CT images can provide a better understanding of the relationships between roots. However, clinicians might not take 3D CT images of all patients. The relationships of anatomic structures surrounding the teeth must be understood for choosing the most suitable sites and the safest method to minimize root contacts.\(^{17}\)

**CONCLUSION**

The proximity of miniscrews to the adjacent tooth root is a major risk factor for failure of screw anchorage. This tendency is more obvious in the mandible, suggesting that screw placement to avoid root proximity is important for the stability of miniscrews for orthodontic anchorage, which with the help of this technique the proper direction and orientation of the mini-implant to be placed can be evaluated.

**CLINICAL SIGNIFICANCE**

The mentioned technique of mini-implant placement involves no additional armamentarium besides the ready available “crimpable hooks” present in most of the orthodontic practices. In addition, this new method does not involve any cumbersome method or technique for mini-implant placement; on the contrary it requires only a routine X-ray to be advised saving the clinician’s time and expenditure significantly.
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